http://agvaglobal.org/careers/content-writing-internship-in-delhi-at-gopadesk/

English Content Writer Internship
Description
We are seeking a sharp and eager-to-learn writer with a specialization in content
writing. A candidate who is able to write LONG-FORM content quickly would be
ideal for this job+. You need to be both creative, structured, and detailed oriented.
You’ll learn to blend great content writing, technical SEO, and amplification. We are
seeking talented writers (ENGLISH) to contribute mostly long-form content for
blogs, guides, ebooks, and guest posts.

Responsibilities
KEY RESPONSIBILITIES:
Writing in English. Fast+ Longform + High Quality Content.
Write long-form write-ups on interesting subjects
Research while writing
Proofread everything that they create.
Edit guest posts for tone, relevance, structure, and SEO.
Work hand in hand with the team leader to create blog posts for our
company and clients if any.
Give input and strategy on articles and work.

Hiring organization
Gopadesk

Employment Type
Full-time, Intern

Duration of Internship
3 Months

Industry
Healthcare

Job Location
B7, 94 Block B 7, B-7/Extension,
Block B 7, Arjun Nagar, Safdarjung
Enclave, 110029, New Delhi, India
Remote work from: India

Working Hours
9 hours || 5 days working

Base Salary
WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR?
Eagerness to learn
You love to write about everything
Strong communication, editing, and writing skills
Understanding of article structure and writing
Organizational skills and eagerness to work on multiple projects at once
Strong writing skills, attention to detail, and creativity
Deadline-driven mentality
Ability to work independently, as well as in a collaborative team environment
Intellectual curiosity and a willingness to learn about new industries
Exhibits personal initiative and independence

₹ 5,000 - ₹ 10,000

Date posted
July 13, 2022

Valid through
15.08.2022

*Fluency and high-quality writer in English
EXTRA POINTS (but not required) IF YOU HAVE THE FOLLOWING:
Experience with WordPress, or other CMS platforms
Experience with writing blog content
Experience with landing page copywriting
Experience with editing and proofreading
Familiarity with basic SEO principles
Experience with topic research and long-form writing

Job Benefits
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WHAT WE OFFER:
Opportunities for personal and professional growth
Opportunities to learn and develop your skills and career through meetups,
colleagues, and other places.
Learning as you go with flexible and optional remote work (on a case-bycase basis)
Learn something new every day
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